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Ghislaine Maxwell Hiding Out In Luxury Apartment - Paris (14)
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Fugitive socialite Ghislaine Maxwell has been hiding out in a sprawling Paris apartment on avenue Matignon, close to Jeffrey Epstein's L7million according to The Sun paper. Maxwell, one of the world's most wanted women, fled to France, where she was born, to avoid questioning in the US by the FBI over her links to the late disgraced billionaire. Paris, France, June 22, 202. Photo by ABACAPRESS.COM
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Fugitive socialite Ghislaine Maxwell has been hiding out in a sprawling Paris apartment on avenue Matignon, close to Jeffrey Epstein's L7million according to The Sun paper. Maxwell, one of the world's most wanted women, fled to France, where she was born, to avoid questioning in the US by the FBI over her links to the late disgraced billionaire. Paris, France, June 22, 202. Photo by ABACAPRESS.COM
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Fugitive socialite Ghislaine Maxwell has been hiding out in a sprawling Paris apartment on avenue Matignon, close to Jeffrey Epstein's L7million according to The Sun paper. Maxwell, one of the world's most wanted women, fled to France, where she was born, to avoid questioning in the US by the FBI over her links to the late disgraced billionaire. Paris, France, June 22, 202. Photo by ABACAPRESS.COM
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